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PREFACE

The research on which this report is based is part

of a broader project on the conditioning, handling,

storage, and preparation for market of grain in

commercial storages. This report discusses methods

and equipment for loading out grain by rail at

country elevators in the Hard Winter Wheat area

of the United States. Research to increase the

efficiency of handling grain during marketing

improves grain's competitive position in domestic

and foreign markets and may benefit the consumer

by holding down marketing costs. The research was
conducted in cooperation with the Kansas Agricul-

tural Experiment Station.

Leo E. Holman, agricultural engineer, super-

visory project leader, Handling and Facilities

Research Branch, Transportation and Facilities

Research Division, Agricultural Research Service

supplied valuable suggestions. Grain storage oper-

ators cooperated by making their facilities available.

Elevator contractors, manufacturers, insurance rep-

resentatives, and power suppliers furnished infor-

mation.
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SUMMARY

At country grain elevators, speed in loading boxcars with

grain is particularly important before and during harvest-

time. Storage bins must be emptied to make room for new
grain.

Seven methods of loading out were observed to be in com-

mon use at country elevators; each method requires a two-

man crew. The method taking the least time and labor was
the most expensive, and the method taking the most time and
labor was the least expensive.

In the fastest method, a car puller (winch) was used to

move boxcars to and from the elevator loadout spout; a 25-

bushel automatic scale was used to weigh the grain; and a

bifurcated (branched) spout, positioned in the boxcar by a

hand winch, was used to fill the car with grain. In the slowest

method studied, equipment used was a hand car-mover, a

10-bushel scale, and a single flexspout held in position in the

car by wire stretchers.

The elapsed time to load one boxcar with 1,900 bushels of

grain by the fastest method was 52 minutes, compared to 83
minutes for the slowest method. Direct labor and equipment
cost per boxcar for the fastest method was $9.59, and for

the slowest method, $8.19. These costs are based on loading-

out an annual volume of 475,000 bushels of grain (250 box-

cars )

.

The elapsed time for the five other methods studied ranged
from 53 to 66 minutes, and the labor and equipment cost per
boxcar from $9.37 to $8.86. Some of these methods also used
the car puller and some used a tractor to move boxcars ; other

types of spout and accessory equipment used were a single

flexspout and frame holder and twin flexspouts and rod
holders; scales were of 10-, 15-, or 25-bushel capacity.

Suggestions are made in this report for shortening the time
for all the methods studied by having the two workers do
some loading-out work on other boxcars while the car under
the loadout spout is being filled. For example, one worker
could install grain doors in an empty boxcar while the other
worker closes and seals the doors of a car that has been filled.

Rearranging the work as suggested could cut the elapsed
time by one-fourth to one-third, depending on the method.

Washington, D.C. September 1964



Loading Boxcars at Country Elevators

in the Hard Winter Wheat Area

By

Albert H. Graves, industrial engineer, and
Gerald L. Kline, agricultural engineer

Transportation and Facilities

Research Division

Agricultural Research Service

BACKGROUND
Country elevators in the Hard Winter Wheat

area have two or three major shipments of

grain a year. Storage bins in the elevator head-

house are usually emptied before wheat harvest

and before milo harvest to make room for new
grain. Additional grain may be loaded out

during harvest as the headhouse becomes filled.

Boxcars are loaded with grain directly from
the elevator, and for a major shipment about

10 cars a day may be filled. Small amounts of

grain are loaded out for shipment at other

times of the year.

Efficiency and speed in loading out grain are

particularly important at harvesttime to avoid

delaying receipts of new grain.

A study was made to evaluate methods and
equipment used to load out grain at country

elevators and to develop improvements that

would speed up the loading-out operation. The
study was made at elevators in Kansas,

Nebraska, Missouri, Oklahoma, Colorado, and
the Texas panhandle; the elevators ranged in

size (storage capacity) from 100,000 to

1,500,000 bushels. Labor and equipment re-

quirements and costs in this report are based

on an elevator loading out 475,000 bushels of

grain annually; storage capacity of the elevator

is 200,000 bushels. Costs are projected for

loading out annual volumes of 725,000 bushels

(storage capacity of the elevator, 750,000

bushels) and 1,125,000 bushels (storage capac-

ity of the elevator, 1,500,000 bushels)

.

Labor requirements for the loading-out oper-

ation were determined by time studies.

The labor and equipment costs in this report

are the direct costs of the loading-out operation

and do not include management, accounting,

and other indirect costs. A wage rate of $1.50

per hour is used. Equipment costs are described

in the appendix.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
Automatic shipping scale.—A device that

weighs drafts of bulk grain. The scale

automatically receives, discharges, and re-

cords each draft of grain that is loaded

out.

Bifurcated spoilt.—A heavy steel tube divided

into two branches at its end; this spout

is used with a hand winch to move it and
to hold it in place in a boxcar.

Car puller.—An electrically operated cable

winch for moving boxcars.

Distributor.—A manually operated spout at-

tached to the head of the leg and used

to direct the flow of grain from the leg

to the headhouse bins, automatic scale

and loadout spout, and to other special

equipment.

Flexspout.—A flexible tube made of short,

round, removable sections; the tube is

usually 5 to 12 feet long and 8 or 10

inches in diameter. Single and twin flex-

spouts, which must be held in place by a

frame holder, rod holders, or wire stretch-

ers (see below), are used to load grain

into boxcars.

Frame holder.—This is a type of spout holder,

with its own metal frame platform, that

is attached to a flexspout. To use this

holder, the worker climbs onto the plat-

form and turns the handle of the rod

holder to move the spout in the desired

direction. The platform folds back against

the elevator when not in use.



Hand car-mover.—A steel cam with a wooden
handle. The cam has spurs which are

placed between the boxcar and wheel and
the rail. When downward force is exerted

on the handle, the multiple leverage tends

to move the boxcar.

Headhouse.—Basic grain elevator unit which
houses storage and handling bins, the ele-

vator leg, automatic scale, and associated

equipment.

Leg.—A bucket elevator for elevating grain.

Loadout spout.—This consists of two parts:

(1) A pipe approximately 10 inches in

diameter that extends from the automatic

scale in the top of the elevator to the

height of boxcars; and (2) a tube (flex-

spout or bifurcated spout), attached to

the end of the pipe, to carry grain into

the boxcars. The terminal part of the load-

out spout is called the spout; the complete

assembly is called the loadout spout.

Man lift.—A cage elevator used to convey em-
ployees from one level to another.

Paper grain door.—A door made to fit over the

boxcar door opening so the car can be

filled with bulk grain; it is made of kraft

paper and tar felt internally laced with
steel bands, and boards are installed at

top and bottom.

Productive labor or time.—The base time neces-

sary to perform an element of work plus

fatigue and personal allowances. The
fatigue allowance varies from 5 to 20

percent. The personal allowance is 5 per-

cent.

Rod holders.—Rods with clamps to hold the

ends of a flexspout or spouts in place; the

rods are positioned and held in place by a

clamp that is fastened to the grain door.

Spout.—See loadout spout.

Unproductive labor or time.—Wait time that

occurs when one crew member must wait
for another to complete some part of the

work or when workers must wait for a

machine to complete its operation.

Wire stretchers.—A set of block and tackles

used to hold a flexspout in place in a

boxcar.

THE STEPS IN THE
LOADING-OUT OPERATION

Loading boxcars is a two-man job at most
elevators. The work consists of: Opening the

boxcar doors; installing grain doors in the

cars; moving the cars to and from the elevator

loadout spout; placing the spout in the boxcar
and removing it after the car is filled; starting

and stopping the elevator leg to move the grain
into the cars; recording the grain weight; and
closing and sealing the boxcar doors. Grain
moves from a storage bin up the leg to an
automatic scale, and then down the loadout

spout into the boxcar. The weight of the grain
loaded into each car is stamped on a ticket

and other information is filled in. The average
capacity of a boxcar is 1,900 bushels of wheat.

Cleaning out and repairing empty boxcars
are not included in this study because the

times vary so much between cars and because
these operations do not normally affect methods
of loading out.

Some parts of the loading-out operation can
be done by one man. A two-man crew is usually

used, however, because the equipment used at

most elevators requires two men and because

of the need to do the job as quickly as possible. 1

Opening boxcar doors

There are usually several boxcars beside the

elevator at peak loading-out periods. The crew
walks along one side of the cars, opening all

the doors on that side, and then down the

opposite side of the cars, opening the doors on
that side. One man unlatches the doors and
then both men pull back the heavy sliding doors.

The average labor required to open two box-

car doors is 2.92 man-minutes, and the elapsed

time is 1.46 minutes.

Installing grain doors

Paper grain doors, furnished by railroads

serving the elevators, are installed in boxcars

so they can be filled with bulk grain. At the

time of the study, some elevators had wooden

grain doors in stock but only a few were using

them.

The two men carry the grain doors, nails,

hammers, and other necessary supplies to a

boxcar, enter the car, and nail the grain doors

over the two boxcar door openings. Both men
work on one door at a time, as shown in figure

1. The total labor required to put up two doors

in one boxcar, including time to enter and leave

the car, is 23.84 man-minutes. The elapsed time

is 11.92 minutes.

1 See appendix for description of a one-man loading-

out operation.
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Figure 1.—A two-man crew installing a paper grain
door in a boxcar.

Moving boxcars to and from
the loadout spout

After the grain doors are installed, the box-

cars are ready to be moved to the loadout spout.

Three types of equipment are used to move
boxcars: A car puller (winch), tractor, and
hand car-mover. The car puller can move a

whole line of cars at once, but the tractor and
hand car-mover are used for one car at a time.

The work discussed here includes moving a

loaded boxcar away from the spout and an
empty one into place under the spout.

When the car puller is used, the two men
drag the winch line to the boxcars and hook
the cable to a boxcar several cars behind the

loaded car. One man climbs on a car to operate

the manual brakes ; the other man starts the

winch (fig. 2) so that the cars are moved slowly

to the desired position. The labor requirements

are 10.58 man-minutes and the elapsed time

is 5.29 minutes.

When a tractor is used to move boxcars, the

loaded boxcar is moved away from the spout

and the empty boxcar then is moved into place.

One man hooks the cable on the tractor to the

boxcar and climbs on the boxcar to operate

its brakes while the other man operates the

tractor (fig. 3). Both the loaded and empty
boxcars are moved an average distance of 250

feet. The labor required is 17.84 man-minutes

and the elapsed time is 8.92 minutes.

BN 21628

Figure 2.—One worker operates the winch while the
other (at top of car) operates the boxcar brakes to

move a string of cars with a car puller.

BN 21633

Figure 3.—Two workers moving a boxcar with a

tractor.



The hand car-mover can be used only when
rails have enough slope so the cars will roll

freely after they are started, and when there

are no flat wheels on the boxcars. One man
starts the boxcar moving with the hand car-

mover (fig. 4) and the second man operates

BN 21630

Figure 4.—The hand car-mover is used like a crowbar
to start a boxcar rolling.

the boxcar brakes. Because of the difficulty

of jacking boxcars any distance, usually fewer
boxcars a day are loaded when the hand car-

mover is used than when cars are moved by
car puller or tractor. The labor required to

move one loaded boxcar away from the load-

out spout and one empty boxcar to the spout

is 16.60 man-minutes and the elapsed time is

8.30 minutes.

Based on loading out 250 boxcars a year, the

costs per boxcar of owning and operating the

three types of car-moving equipment are: Car
puller, $0.97, tractor, $0.39, and hand car-

mover, $0.01 (see appendix, table 13).

Filling boxcars with grain

Filling boxcars, as discussed here, includes

(1) installing spouts in boxcars, (2) starting

and stopping the elevator leg and the flow of

grain, and (3) weighing the grain. When a

boxcar is ready to be filled, the loadout spout
is inserted in the car, the elevator leg and dust

collector are started, and the storage bin gate

is opened so that the grain flows from the bin

to the elevator leg. The bin gate is closed after

a car is filled, but the loadout machinery is

usually not stopped. A counter attached to the
automatic scale records each draft of grain
that flows into the boxcar.

Four types of spouts and accessory equip-
ment and three different capacities of automatic
scales were used at the elevators studied. The
combinations of equipment that seemed to

achieve a good balance were:

( 1 ) A single flexspout with wire stretchers and
a 10-bushel scale;

(2) A single flexspout with frame holder and
a 15-bushel scale;

(3) Twin flexspouts with rod holders and a
25-bushel scale; and

(4) A bifurcated spout with hand winch and a
25-bushel scale.

Only one man is required to insert each of

the four types of spouts in boxcars. The twin
flexspouts with rod holders take a lot of

strength and dexterity, however, so two men
are generally used. Twin flexspouts and bifur-

cated spouts fill both ends of a boxcar simul-

taneously; the direction of the single flexspout

must be shifted when the car is half full so

the other end of the car can be filled.

Installing and removing the single flexspout

with wire stretchers takes more time and labor

than the other three spout and equipment com-
binations (table 1). After placing the spout
over the grain door, the worker climbs into the

boxcar and drives nails into the ends of the

car to hold the wire stretchers. He then con-

nects the wire stretchers between the spout
and the nails. When one end of the car is

filled with grain, he climbs into the car to

change the direction of the spout. When the

car is completely filled, he again enters the car

and removes the wire stretchers.

The frame holder is used both to insert the

spout and to hold it in position in a boxcar. The
worker unfolds the frame holder from the ele-

vator wall, climbs onto the frame platform and
positions the spout in the boxcar (fig. 5) . When
the boxcar is half full, he rotates the direction

of the spout to the opposite end of the car. The
total labor required, including removing the

spout and folding back the frame holder, is

less than 3 man-minutes, the second lowest of

the four spout and equipment combinations.

Two men handle installation of twin flex-

spouts with rod holders. They clamp the rod

holders to the top of the grain door and place

the flexspouts over the door. They attach one

rod to each spout and tighten the holder for

each spout. One man can remove the spout and
rod holders from the boxcar.
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Figure 5.—The worker stands on the platform of the
frame holder to position the flexspout.

The bifurcated spout (fig. 6) and hand winch

is the easiest of the four spout and equipment

combinations to handle. The worker inserts

and removes the spout simply by operating the

hand winch (fig. 7); labor requirements are

the least of the four combinations (table 1).

The spout and accessory equipment combina-

tion requiring the least labor is the most ex-

pensive; based on 250 boxcars a year, the cost

per boxcar for owning and operating the bifur-

cated spout and hand winch is $0.53. Com-
parable costs for the three other combinations
are: $0.16 for the single flexspout and wire
stretchers; $0.27 for the single flexspout and
frame holder; and $0.24 for the twin flexspouts

and rod holders.

After the spout has been placed in a boxcar
and grain movement has started, one of the

workers inspects the flow of grain in the box-

car. He also changes the spout to the other end

Figure 6.—The bifurcated spout feeds grain to both
ends of a boxcar. The worker is checking grain flow.

BX 21636

Figure 7.—Inserting a bifurcated spout in a boxcar with
a hand winch.

of the car when necessary and fills out the

required tickets including recording the seal

number while the car is filling. After the car

is filled, he closes the slidegates, stops the eleva-

tor leg if necessary, and takes the man lift up to

the scale to stamp the scale ticket. The second

worker removes the spout while the first one

is having the ticket stamped. The elapsed time

for stamping the ticket is 4.45 minutes.



Table 1.

—

Labor required and elapsed time to

use spouts and accessory equipment to fill one

boxcar ivith grain 1

Labor required to

—

Move to
Type of spout opposite Total
and accessory Install end of Remove labor
equipment boxcar

Man- Man- Man- Man-
minutes minutes minutes minutes

Single flexspout

and wire
stretchers 4.57 2.22 2.53 9.32

Single flexspout

and frame
holder 1.35 .54 .84 2.73

Twin flexspouts

and rod

holders '3.62 1.06 M.68

Bifurcated spout
and hand
winch 1.17 .99 2.16

1 One man does the work and the elapsed time is the

same as the labor required in each instance except for

installing the twin flexspouts and rod holders. Two men
are used for this work. The elapsed time for instal-

lation of twin flexspouts and rod holders is 1.81 minutes;
the total elapsed time for installation and removal is

2.87 minutes.

Weighing capacity of the three scales and
costs of owning and operating the scales to fill

250 boxcars a year are as follows (see table

13, appendix)

:

Cost of

owning and
operating

Scale scales

Size of scale capacity (per car)

Bushels
per hour Dollars

10 bushels 2,500 1.17

15 bushels 3,500 1.81

25 bushels 5,000 2.14

The elapsed time for filling one boxcar with

1,900 bushels of wheat, from the time just

after the spout is inserted in the boxcar until

the machinery is stopped is:

Spout and scale Minutes

Single flexspout with wire stretchers

and a 10-bushel scale 50.24

Single flexspout with frame holder and
a 15-bushel scale 35.53

Twin flexspouts with rod holders and
a 25-bushel scale 25.22

Bifurcated spout with hand winch and
a 25-bushel scale 25.22

The scale capacity is the major factor in

determining the elapsed time. These figures

include the time taken to change the direction

of the single flexspout from one end of the car

to the other.

Total costs of equipment ownership and
operation per boxcar, based on 250 boxcars a

year, are:

Spout and scale Dollars

Single flexspout with wire stretchers

and a 10-bushel scale 1.33

Single flexspout with frame holder and
a 15-bushel scale 2.08

Twin flexspouts with rod holders and a

25-bushel scale 2.38

Bifurcated spout with hand winch and
a 25-bushel scale 2.67

Closing and sealing boxcar doors

After a boxcar is filled, and while it remains
beneath the loadout spout, the two men work
together to close, latch, and seal the boxcar

doors. The total labor required is 5 man-
minutes and the elapsed time is 2.5 minutes.

SEVEN OBSERVED METHODS
OF LOADING OUT

When the various steps in the loading-out

operation are put together, with different com-
binations of equipment, a number of methods
of loading out result.

Seven methods of loading out were observed

to be the most common at country elevators.

One of the seven methods can be found at

nearly every country elevator. The methods,

which will be referred to by the letter designa-

tions that follow, used these combinations of

9



Table 2.

—

Labor and equipment costs for a two-man crew to load

one boxcar ivith 1,900 bushels of grain, 7 methods

Method

Labor and equipment costs
Elapsed Labor
time required Labor Equipment Total

Minutes
Man-

minutes Dollars Dollars Dollars

A—Hand car-mover, single flexspout and wire

stretchers, 10-bushel scale

B—Tractor, single flexspout and frame holder,

15-bushel scale

C—Tractor, twin flexspouts and rod holders, 25-bushel

scale

D—Tractor, bifurcated spout and hand winch, 25-bushel

scale

E—Car puller, single flexspout and frame holder,

15-bushel scale

F—Car puller, twin flexspouts and rod holders, 25-

bushel scale

G—Car puller, bifurcated spout and hand winch,

25-bushel scale

83.44 110.15 2.75 5.44 8.19

66.13 91.77 2.29 6.57 8.86

56.28 83.95 2.10 6.87 8.97

55.64 81.43 2.04 7.16 9.20

62.50 84.51 2.11 7.15 9.26

52.65 76.69 1.92 7.45 9.37

52.01 74.17 1.85 7.74 9.59

1 Assumes helper assigned to other operation while boxcar is filling.

' Based on loading out 475,000 bushels of grain (250 boxcars) annually. Includes cost of equipment listed, plus

:ost for loadout spout, leg dust collector, distributor, man lift, lights, and windows. See appendix, table 13.

equipment: (A) Hand car-mover, single flex-

spout and wire stretchers, 10-bushel scale; (B)

Tractor, single flexspout and frame holder, 15-

bushel scale; (C) Tractor, twin flexspouts and

rod holders, 25-bushel scale; (D) Tractor, bifur-

cated spout and hand winch, 25-bushel scale;

(E) Car puller, single flexspout and frame

holder, 15-bushel scale; (F) Car puller, twin

flexspouts and rod holders, 25-bushel scale; (G)

Car puller, bifurcated spout and hand winch,

25-bushel scale. 2

The labor requirements and sequence of work
for a two-man crew to load one boxcar of grain

are shown for each of the seven methods in

figures 8-14. The figures also show the elapsed

time, with a range from 83.44 minutes for

Method A to 52.01 minutes for Method G.

Labor and equipment costs for loading one

boxcar, by each of the seven methods, are

shown in table 2. In general the costs vary

inversely to the length of time required by the

method; Method G with the highest cost takes

the least time; and Method A with the lowest

cost takes the longest time.

Equipment costs exceed labor costs for all

methods. Two items of equipment, the auto-

matic scale and the elevating leg, make up

almost one-half of the total labor and equip-

ment cost of loading a boxcar.

In deciding which method to use, the elevator

owner should also consider the charges for

delaying shipment of boxcars and the costs for

delaying receipt of new grain in the elevator

(this cost is described as truck waiting cost in

another report 3
). For example, if the owner

uses the slowest method of loading, the extra

costs for demurrage or for delaying new grain

deliveries could more than offset the saving

in cost for the actual loading of boxcars.

2 No data were obtained on whether physical damage
to grain occurred because of method of loading out used.

10

n Bouland, H. D. Selecting the Best Capacity of Truck
Receiving Facilities for Country Grain Elevators. U. S.

Dept. Agr. Mktg. Res. Rpt. No. 671, 57 pp. July 1964.



OBSERVED METHOD A
Loading One Boxcar with 1,900 Bushels of Grain

HAND CAR-MOVER, SINGLE FLEXSPOUT AND WIRE STRETCHERS, 10-BUSHEL SCALE

Productive time

OPERATOR

Unproductive time |

HELPER

ITEM MAN-MINUTES ITEM MAN-MINUTES

Opens boxcar doors 1.46

Installs grain doors 11.59

^^".33""""

5.64Moves loaded car away,
empty car to spout

Inserts spout 4.57

Starts machinery, fills out tickets 4.34

Waits loc one end of boxcai to fill H^^^^^H

Moves spout to other end of boxcar 2.22

Waits for other end of boxcar to fill M 21.47 B

Stops machinery .74

Stamps ticket 4.45

Closes and seals boxcar doors 2.50

Productive labor

Unproductive labor

Other assign merit

Total labor

Opens boxcar doors 1.12 .,n— •"
l *-rr

Installs grain doors
11.59

J 2 66 UJ
Moves loaded car away,

empty car to spout
5.64

::::•::::•:::::•

Available for other assignment :•:•:•: 56 .7 3 •:•:•::

Removes spout from car 2.53

Closes and seals boxcar doors 2 20

37.51

15.93

ELAPSED MINUTES 83.44
"total of several different waits within the job.

23.08 = 60.59

3.63 = 49.56
56.73

110.15

Figure 8

11



OBSERVED METHOD B
Loading One Boxcar with 1,900 Bushels of Grain

TRACTOR, SINGLE FLEXSPOUT AND FRAME HOLDER, 15-BUSHEL SCALE

Productive time

OPERATOR

Unproductive time |

HELPER

ITEM MAN-MINUTES ITEM MAN-MINUTES

Opens boxcar doors 1.46

Installs grain doors 11.59

tm.33.jM

7.69

|^^1.23*m

Moves loaded car away,
empty car to spout

Inserts spout 1.35

Starts machinery, fills out tickets 4.34

Wails lor one end ol boxcar to till ^[14 9b J

Waits (or other end ol boxcar to (ill ll4J?6H

/A

Stamps ticket 4.45

Closes and seals boxcar doors 2.50

Opens boxcar doors
112 "34*

Installs grain doors

.33*

11.59

Moves loaded car away,
empty car to spout

M2 13M

6.79

Available (or other assignment :¥:-:"4o.49¥ft":

Removes spout (rom car "".84

Closes and seals boxcar doors 2.20
™™"30*™

Prod ucti ve labor

Unproductive labor

Other assignment

Total labor

12

34.66
31.47

ELAPSED MINUTES 66.13
TOTAL OF SEVERAL DIFFERENT WAITS WITHIN THE JOB

Figure 9

22.54 = 57.20

3.10 = 34.57

40.49
91.77



OBSERVED METHOD C
Loading One Boxcar with 1,900 Bushels of Grain

TRACTOR, TWIN FLEXSPOUTS AND ROD HOLDERS, 25- BUSHEL SCALE

Productive time

OPERATOR

Unproductive time fl

HELPER

ITEM MAN-MINUTES ITEM MAN-MINUTES

Opens boxcar doors 1.46

Installs grain doors 11.59

Hn .33MMM

7.69Moves loaded car away,
empty car to spout

»mm\ 23^h
Inserts spout 1.81

Starts machinery, (ills out tickets 4.34

Waits for boxcar to (ill

/A

Stamps ticket 4.45

Closes and seals boxcar doors 2.50

Opens boxcar doors V14
' *

Installs grain doors

"" .13*

11.59

Moves loaded car away,
empty car to spout

2 13B

6.79

Inserts spout 1.81

Available (or other assignment :•:•:•: 28.6i :•:•:•:

Removes spout from car '1 .06""

Closes and seals boxcar doors 2 20
^"30-=^

Productive labor

Unproductive labor

Other assignment

Total labor

34.58
21.70

ELAPSED MINUTES 56.28
TOTAL OF SEVERAL DIFFERENT WAITS WITHIN THE JOB.

Figure 10

24.57 = 59.15

3.10 = 24.80

28.61

83.95

L3



OBSERVED METHOD D
Loading One Boxcar with 1,900 Bushels of Grain

TRACTOR, BIFURCATED SPOUT AND HAND WINCH, 25-BUSHEL SCALE

Productive time

OPERATOR

Unproductive time |

HELPER

ITEM MAN-MINUTES ITEM MAN-MINUTES

Opens boxcar doors 1 46

Installs grain doors 11 59

33——

7 69

mi 23*h

Moves loaded car away,
empty car to spout

Inserts spout 1 17

Starts machinery, fills out tickets 4.34

Waits lor boxcar to fill J20 14HI

Stops machinery IA

Stamps ticket 4.45

Closes and seals boxcar doors 2.50

Opens boxcar doors LI! 3.*

Installs grain doors

33*

11.59

Moves loaded car away,
empty car to spout

J2.13B

6 79

Available for other assignment :•:•:•: 29 8 5 •::•:

Removes spout trom car 09

Closes and seals boxcar doors 2 20.

Prod ucti ve labor

Unproductive labor

Other assignment

Total labor

14

33.94
21.70

ELAPSED MINUTES 55.64
TOTAL OF SEVERAL DIFFERENT WAITS WITHIN THE JOB.

Figure 11

22.69 = 56.63
3.10 = 24.80

29.85

81.43



OBSERVED METHOD E
Loading One Boxcar with 1,900 Bushels of Grain

CAR PULLER, SINGLE FLEXSPOUT AND FRAME HOLDER, 15-BUSHEL SCALE

Productive time f

OPERATOR

Unproductive time H

HELPER

ITEM MAN-MINUTES ITEM MAN-MINUTES

Opens boxcar doors 1 46

Installs grain doors 11.59

1 33—=
5 29

Moves loaded car away,
empty car to spout

Inserts spout 1.35

Starts machinery, (ills out tickets 4 34

Waits lor one end of boxcar to fill J 14 95 B

Moves spnut to other end of hoxrnr ^™ |*, ^n

Waits for other end of H 14 9mH
boxcar to fill

Stops machinery /4

Stamps ticket 4.45

Closes and seals boxcar doors 2.50

Opens boxcar doors

Installs grain doors

Moves loaded car away,
empty car to spout

Available for other assignment

Removes spout from car

Closes and seals boxcar doors

J_12- 34 *

.33'

11.59

5 29

40.49-

: 84:
220
-30^

Productive labor

Unproductive labor

Other assignment

Total labor

32.26

30.24

21 04=53 30

97 = 31 21

40.49

84.51

ELAPSED MINUTES 62.50
TOTAL OF SEVERAL DIFFERENT WA/TS WITHIN THE JOB

Figure 12

L5



OBSERVED METHOD F
Loading One Boxcar with 1,900 Bushels of Grain

CAR-PULLER, TWIN FLEXSPOUTS WITH ROD HOLDERS, 25-BUSHEL SCALE

Productive time

OPERATOR

Unproductive time |

HELPER

ITEM MAN-MINUTES ITEM MAN-MINUTES

Opens boxcar doors 1.46

Installs grain doors 11.59

^^—.33^™
5.29Moves loaded car away,

empty car to spout

Inserts spout 1.81

Starts machinery, fills out tickets 4.34

Waits (or boxcar to fill B2014M

Stops machinery

Stamps ticket 4.45

Closes and seals boxcar doors 2.50

1 19 5

Opens boxcar doors
1 '•* 34j

Installs grain doors

1 JJ *

11.59

Moves loaded car away,
empty car to spout

5.29

Inserts spout 1.81

Available for other assignment :-:-:v.28,pi v.;.;.

Removes spout from car
"' 1.06"

Closes and seals boxcar doors 2.20
.30^—

Productive labor

Unproductive labor

Other assignment

Total labor

32.18

20.47

ELAPSED MINUTES 52.65
TOTAL OF SEVERAL DIFFERENT HAITI W/TH/N THE JOB

Figure 13

23.07 = 55.25
.97 = 21.44

28.61

76.69

10



OBSERVED METHOD G
Loading One Boxcar with 1,900 Bushels of Grain

CAR PULLER, BIFURCATED SPOUT AND HAND WINCH, 25-BUSHEL SCALE

Productive time

OPERATOR

Unproductive time |

HELPER

ITEM MAN-MINUTES ITEM MAN-MINUTES

Opens boxcar doors_

Installs grain doors

Moves loaded car away,
empty car to spout

^^^^Z Inserts spout

Starts machinery, fills out tickets

Waits for boxcar to fill

'. Stops machinery

Stamps ticket

1.46

11.59

33i

5.29

Closes and seals boxcar doors

Opens boxcar doors
11 *34*

Installs grain doors

.33^

11.59

Moves loaded car away,
empty car to spout

5.29

Available for other assignment IvX; 29.85"&¥:!

Hemoves spout from car 99

Closes and seals boxcar doors 2.20i 30*""

Productive labor

Unproductive labor

Other assignment

Total labor

31.54

20.47

ELAPSED MINUTES 52.01
TOTAL OF SEVERAL DIFFERENT WAITS W/TH/N THE J06

Figure 14

21.19 = 52.73
.97 = 21.44

29.85

74.17

17



SUGGESTIONS FOR SPEEDING
UP THE LOADING-OUT

OPERATION
The time taken to load a boxcar by each of

the methods described can be reduced by ar-

ranging the work of the two men so that some
of the steps in the operation are performed
simultaneously or while the car is being filled.

The two men need work together only when
moving boxcars and, in Methods C and F, when
both are required to insert the twin flexspouts

and rod holders in a boxcar.

Figures 15-18, 20, 21, and 24 show how the

work of the two men can be arranged to

shorten the loading time per car. For example,

in Faster Method A (fig. 15) both men move a

loaded car (boxcar 1) away from the loadout

spout and an empty car (boxcar 2) to the spout.

The helper inserts the spout in boxcar 2, while

the operator starts the loadout machinery and
fills out the tickets, which includes recording

the seal number, for boxcar 2. As soon as the

spout is in the car, the operator opens the bin

gate so that grain starts flowing into the box-

car. While the car is filling, the helper walks
to the next empty car (boxcar 3), opens both

doors on the car, and installs grain doors (fig.

19). One man can best nail grain doors in

place by starting a nail in each end of the top

board of the grain door while it is on the floor;

then he lifts the grain door into place and com-
pletes the nailing (fig. 22) . The operator mean-
while closes and seals the doors of boxcar 1

(fig. 23) , and moves the spout to the other end
of boxcar 2 when the car is half full. After

the helper installs the grain doors in boxcar 3,

he is available for assignment to other work
for about 22 minutes. When the car is full, the

operator stops the loadout machinery and pro-

ceeds up the man lift to stamp the ticket for

boxcar 2; the helper removes the spout from
boxcar 2 at this time.

This arrangement shortens the elapsed time

for Method A from 83.44 to 63.22 minutes
(fig. 15).

The rearrangement of work is similar for

Methods B through G. The main differences

between the suggested arrangement and the

observed arrangement are:

(1) The doors of each boxcar are opened
just before it is to be filled, instead of the doors
on all the boxcars being opened at the same
time;

(2) the doors of each boxcar are closed and
sealed after it is moved away from the loadout

18

spout instead of while it is under the spout;

(3) the two men work on more than one car
at a time, thus permitting some of the steps

of the operation to be carried on simultaneously
and while the car is filling. One man installs

grain doors instead of two working together,

for example, and he does this during the time
the car is filling; the other man meanwhile
closes and seals boxcar doors.

Details of the shortened Methods B through
G are shown on pages 20-25. The shortened

methods have not been field tested. When the

free time of the helper is over 5 minutes, it is

shown as time "available for assignment to

other work" (Methods A, B, and E). 4 When
his free time is less than a 5-minute period, it

is shown as unproductive time (Methods C, D,

F, and G).
The reduction in elapsed time with the faster

Methods A through G is shown in table 3.

Table 3.

—

Elapsed time for a 2-man creiv to

fill a boxcar with 1,900 bushels of grain by
observed and improved methods

Elapsed time

Method Observed Improved Reduc-
method method tion

Minutes Minutes Percent

A—Hand car-mover,
single flexspout
and wire
stretchers,
10-bushel scale _.

B—Tractor, single
flexspout and
frame holder,
15-bushel scale _.

C—Tractor, twin flex-

spouts and
rod holders,
25-bushel scale _.

D—Tractor, bifurcated
spout and
hand winch,
25-bushel scale __

E—Car puller, single

flexspout and
frame holder,

15-bushel scale _-

F—Car puller, twin
flexspouts and
rod holders,
25-bushel scale

G—Car puller,

bifurcated spout
and hand winch,
25-bushel scale __

83.44

66.13

56.28

55.64

62.50

52.65

52.01

63.22

48.90

40.40

38.59

45.27

36.77

34.96

24

26

28

31

28

30

33

1 During harvest this man can help unload trucks.



FASTER METHOD A
Loading One Boxcar with 1,900 Bushels of Grain

HAND CAR MOVER, SINGLE FLEXSPOUT AND WIRE STRETCHERS, 10-BUSHEL SCALE

Productive time

OPERATOR

Unproductive time |

HELPER

ITEM MAN-MINUTES ITEM MAN-MINUTES

Moves boxcar 1 away, car 2 to spout

Starts machinery, fills out tickets (or car 2

Closes doors and seals car 1

Waits (or one end o( car 2 to (ill

Moves spout to other end of car 2

Waits for other end of car 2 to (ill

Stops machinery

Stamps ticket (or car 2

Moves boxcar 1 away, car 2 to spout
5 64

Inserts spout in car 2 4 57

Opens doors, car 3 2 3 9

Installs grain doors, car 3 23.91

Available (or other assignment X;.'v 21.52 y>y.

Removes spout from car 2 2.53

Prod ucti ve labor

Unproductive labor

Other assign ment

Total labor

22.27
40.95

39.04 = 61.31

2.66 = 43.61

21.52

104.92

ELAPSED MINUTES 63.22

Figure 15

1!)



FASTER METHOD B
Loading One Boxcar with 1,900 Bushels of Grain

TRACTOR, SINGLE FLEXSPOUT AND FRAME HOLDER, 15-BUSHEL SCALE

Productive time [~~

OPERATOR

Unproductive time fl

HELPER

ITEM MAN-MINUTES ITEM MAN-MINUTES

Moves boxcar 1 away, car 2 to spout
7.69

mr 23*
Starts machinery, fills out tickets for car 2 4.34

Closes doors and seals car 1 4.88

Waits for one end of car 2 to fill Blolo7B

Waits for other end of car 2 to fill ll4.96H

Stop machinery 74

Stamps ticket for car 2 4.45

Moves boxcar 1 away, car 2 to spout

^2 ng

6.79

Inserts spout in car 2 1.35

Opens doors, car 3 2 39

Installs grain doors, car 3 23.91

Available for other assignment i-ivi':
11 49'$::•:

Remnvps tnnut from rnr >
"" HA

Prod ucti ve labor

Unproductive labor

Other assignment

Total labor

22.64

26.26

ELAPSED MINUTES 48.90
*T0TA(_ OF SEVERAL DIFFERENT WAITS WITHIN THE JOB.

Figure 16

35.28 = 57.92
2.13 = 28.39

11.49

86.31

20



FASTER METHOD C
Loading One Boxcar with 1,900 Bushels of Grain

TRACTOR, TWIN FLEXSPOUTS AND ROD HOLDERS, 25-BUSHEL SCALE

Productive time

OPERATOR

Unproductive time |

HELPER

ITEM MAN-MINUTES ITEM MAN-MINUTES

Moves boxcar 1 away, car 2 to spout 7.69

1.81Inserts spout in car 2

Starts machinery, (ills out tickets (or car 2 4.34

Closes doors and seals car 1 4.88

Waits (or car 2 to (ill

Stamps ticket (or car 2 4.45

Moves boxcar 1 away, car 2 to spout

J2 13j

6.79

Inserts spout in car 2 181

Opens doors, car 3 2 39

Installs grain doors, car 3 23.91

Waits

in* i

Productive labor

Unproductive labor
Other assignment

Total labor

23.91

16.49

ELAPSED MINUTES 40.40
kT0TAL OF SEVERAL DIFFERENT WAITS WITHIN THE JOB.

Figure 17

35.96 = 59.87
4.44 = 20.93

80.80

21



FASTER METHOD D
Loading One Boxcar with 1,900 Bushels of Grain

TRACTOR, BIFURCATED SPOUT AND HAND WINCH, 25-BUSHEL SCALE

Productive time

PERATOR

Unproductive time

HELPER

ITEM MAN-MINUTES ITEM MAN-MINUTES

Moves boxcar 1 away, car 2 to spout 7.69

Starts machinery, fills out tickets for car 2 4.34

Closes doors and seals carl 4.88

Waits for car 2 to fill ^15.26^

stops machinery /4

Stamps ticket for car 2 4.45

Moves boxcar 1 away, car 2 to spout

2 13M

679

Inserts spout in far 2 1.17

Opens doors, car 3 2.39

Installs grain doors, car 3 23.91

Waits &MMi 21IHH
Removes spout from car Y QQ 1

Prod ucti ve labor

Unproductive labor

Other assignment

Total labor

22.10

16.49

ELAPSED MINUTES 38.59
TOTAL OF SEVERAL DIFFERENT WAITS WITHIN THE JOB.

Figure 18

35.25 = 57.35

3.34 = 19.83

77.18

Costs per boxcar will be reduced an average

of $0.86. Equipment costs are the same as for

the observed methods, but the shortened time

reduces labor costs from $1.01 for Method A to

$0.79 for Method G.

Method A, the slowest of the seven methods,

will probably disappear completely in a few
years. The hand car-mover can be used only

when the railroad tracks have sufficient grade

for the boxcar to roll easily, and the spurs of

the mover must be kept clean. The wire

stretchers used with the single flexspout re-

quire that the worker climb in and out of a

boxcar three times.

BN 21635

Figure 19.—One man opening a boxcar door. (Paper
door inside is from a previous shipment.)

22



FASTER METHOD E
Loading One Boxcar with 1,900 Bushels of Grain

CAR PULLER, SINGLE FLEXSPOUT AND FRAME HOLDER, 15-BUSHEL SCALE

Productive time
[_

OPERATOR

Unproductive time |

HELPER

ITEM MAN-MINUTES ITEM MAN-MINUTES

Moves boxcar 1 away, car 2 to spout 5.29

Starts machinery, fills, out tickets for car 2 4.34

Closes doors and seals car 1 3.38

Waits for one end of car 2 to fill

Waits for other end of car 2 to fill ^4J?6H

Stops mnr hinory 74

Stamps ticket for car 2 4.45

Moves boxcar 1 away, car 2 to spout 5.29

Inserts spout in car 2 1.35

Opens doors, car 3 1.64

Installs grain doors, car 3 23.91

Available for other assignment ::•:: 12.24 :::•:

Hemovps spour rrnm r n r / «i

Prod ucti ve labor

Unproductive labor

Other assignment

Total labor

18.74

26.53

ELAPSED MINUTES 45.27

Figure 20

33.03 = 51.77

= 26.53

12.24

78.30
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FASTER METHOD F

Loading One Boxcar with 1,900 Bushels of Grain

CAR PULLER, TWIN FLEXSPOUTS WITH ROD HOLDERS, 25-BUSHEL SCALE

Productive time

OPERATOR

Unproductive time fl

HELPER

ITEM MAN-MINUTES ITEM MAN-MINUTES

Moves boxcar 1 away, car 2 to spout 5.29

Inserts spout in car 2 1.81

Starts machinery, fills out tickets for car 2 4.34

Closes doors and seals car 1 3.38

Waits for car 2 to fill
j Jl6 76^

/4

Stamps ticket for car 2 4.45

Moves boxcar 1 away, car 2 to spout 5 29

Inserts spout in car 2 1 81

Opens doors, car 3 1 64

Installs grain doors, car 3 23.91

Waits M3 06j
Removes spout Irom rnr 7 l rns 1

Productive labor

Unproductive labor

Other assign merit

Total labor

20.01

16.76

ELAPSED MINUTES 36.77

Figure 21

33.71 =53.72
3.06= 19.82

73.54

BN 21784

Figure 22.—One man installing a paper grain door.
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BN 21631

Figure 23.—One man closing a boxcar door.



FASTER METHOD G
Loading One Boxcar with 1,900 Bushels of Grain

CAR PULLER, BIFURCATED SPOUT AND HAND WINCH, 25-BUSHEL SCALE

Productive time f

OPERATOR

Unproductive time |

HELPER

ITEM MAN-MINUTES ITEM MAN-MINUTES

Moves boxcar 1 away, car 2 to spout 5 29

Starts machinery, tills out tickets for car 2 4.34

Closes doors and seals car 1 3.38

Waits for car 2 to fill p6V6B

16.

Stamps ticket for car 2 4.45

Moves boxcar 1 away, car 2 to spout 5 29

Inserts spout in car 2 1.17

Opens doors, car 3 1 64

Installs grain doors, car 3 23.91

Waits
Removes spout from rnr ? 99 1

Productive labor

Unproductive labor

Other assignment

Total labor

18.20

16.76

ELAPSED MINUTES 34.96

Figure 24

33.00=51.20
1.96 = 18 72

69 92

ANNUAL COSTS
Costs were determined for loading out an

annual volume of 475,000 bushels or 250 box-

cars from a 200,000-bushel elevator, by the

fastest observed method, Method G. As deter-

mined from table 2, the total annual loading-

out costs are:

Labor % 462

Equipment 1,935

Total $2,397

The cost per bushel for this annual volume is

about 0.5 cent.

Unit costs were also computed for two larger

elevators with annex storages. The cost per

bushel decreases as the volume of grain loaded

out annually increases, mainly because equip-

ment costs can be spread over a larger volume
(compare tables 13, 14, and 15). Some of the

grain would be moved from the annexes, how-
ever, and the cost of tunnel belts, drawoffs, and
spouts must be included in the equipment costs

for this volume (see tables 14 and 15). It was
estimated that the cost per bushel is about 0.43

cent at a 750,000-bushel elevator for loading

out an annual volume of 725,000 bushels (382

boxcars), when 250,000 bushels are loaded out

from the annex. At an elevator with a storage

capacity of 1,500,000 bushels, the cost per

bushel is about 0.4 cent for loading out an an-

nual volume of 1,125,000 bushels (592 boxcars)

,

when 650,000 bushels of this total are loaded

out from the annex.
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APPENDIX

Labor requirements

The labor requirements for two men perform-

ing the various elements of the loading-out

operation are given in tables 4 through 12. The
tables include requirements for one man when-
ever the work element or equipment permits

operation by one man.

ONE-MAN LOADING OPERATION
Loading One Boxcar with 1, 900 Bush els of Gram
CAR PULLER, BIFURCATED SPOUT, 25-BUSHEL SCALE

Productive time Unproductive time

OPERATOR

ITEM MAN-MINUTES

Table 4.

—

Labor required for 1 and 2 men to

open 2 doors of empty boxcars 1

Labor required

r. , . per boxcar
Operation element r

1 man 2 men

Man-minutes

Productive labor:

Walk 45 feet to boxcar 0.30 0.60

Unlatch door .17 .17

Open door .36 .52

Walk 45 feet to next boxcar ___ .30 .60

Unlatch door .17 .17

Open door .36 .52

Total productive labor 1.66 2.58

Unproductive labor: 1 man waits
while 2 doors are un-
latched .34

Total labor 1.66 2.92

Minutes

Elapsed time 1.66 1.46

1 The crew walks along one side of the boxcars open-

ing all the doors on that side, and then does the other

side.

At certain small elevators, or at larger eleva-

tors when only a few cars are loaded out, one

man may be used for the loading operation.

Moving boxcars to the loadout spout, however,

may be difficult, and in certain instances impos-

sible, for one man. During the study, one-man

operation of the car puller to move boxcars

was observed. Sometimes it was necessary for

the worker to position the boxcar the last foot

or so with the hand car-mover. Figure 25

shows the labor requirements and sequence of

work for one man to load a boxcar, using the

car puller, bifurcated spout with hand winch,

and 25-bushel scale.

26

Opens boxcar doors

Installs grain doors

Moves loaded car away,
empty car to spout

Inserts spout
'

Starts machinery and fills out tickets

Waits for boxcar to fill

Stops machinery

Stam ps ticket

Removes spout

Closes and seals boxcar doors

Productive labor

Un productive labor

Total labor

ELAPSED MINUTES 68.89

Figure 25

1 66

22 86

9.58

11.171

4.34

20.14

74:

4 45

= 99!

2 96

48.75

20.14

68.89



Table 5.

—

Labor required for 1 man to open
2 doors of 1 empty boxcar

Labor required per boxcar
when empty car is

—

Operation element
250 feet away 1 boxcar
from loadout length away

spout

'

Man-minutes

Productive labor:

Walk 250 feet to boxcar 1.05

Walk to next empty boxcar 0.30

Unlatch door .17 .17

Open door .36 .36

Walk to door on opposite
side of boxcar .28 .28

Unlatch door .17 .17

Open door .36 .36

Total productive labor 2.39 1.64

Minutes

Elapsed time 2.39 1.64

1 The empty boxcar is an average of 250 feet away
from the loadout spout when a tractor or hand car-
mover is used to move cars.

2 The empty boxcar is one car length away from the
loadout spout when a car puller is used.

Table 6.

—

Labor required for 1 and 2 men to

install 2 paper grain doors in a boxcar

Labor required per boxcar
Operation element

1 man 2 men '

Man-minutes

Productive labor:
Set up 3.13 3.12

Position boards and paper
grain doors 6.21 6.20

Drive nails 12.72 12.72

Clean up .80 1.14

Total productive labor 22.86 23.18

Unproductive labor:
1 man waits while 1 man

climbs in — .15

1 man waits until 1 man com-
pletes climbing out of boxcar — .18

1 man waits while other man
climbs out — .33

Total unproductive labor — .66

Total labor 22.86 23.84

Minutes

Elapsed time 22.86 11.92

1 The two men work together to install each door.

Table 7.

—

Labor required for 1 and 2 men to

move a line of boxcars to the elevator loadout

spout using a car puller

Labor required
Operation element

1 man 2 men

Man-minutes

Productive labor:

Set up 7.29 5.94

Move boxcars 1.86 4.64

Position boxcar with
hand car-mover \43

Total productive labor 9.58 10.58

Minuti s

Elapsed time 9.58 5.29

1 This is a weighted time. The frequency of occur-
rence was 60 percent.

Table 8.

—

Labor required for a 2-man crew
using a standard, farm tractor to move a loaded

boxcar away from, and an empty boxcar to,

the elevator loadout spout

Operation element
Labor

1 required

Man-?ninutes

Productive labor:

Start tractor and prepare to move
loaded boxcar 3.40

Move loaded boxcar 250 feet1 3.52

Position tractor and prepare to move
empty boxcar 3.76

Move empty boxcar 250 feet1
to

loadout spout and return to office 3.80

Total productive labor 14.48

Unproductive labor:

1 man waits while 1 man starts
tractor 2.13

1 man waits while 1 man climbs up
ladder of boxcar to hand brake .89

1 man waits while 1 man returns to

office .34

Total unproductive labor 3.36

Total labor 17.84.

Minutes

Elapsed time 8.92

' Average distance boxcars are moved.
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Table 9.—Labor required for a 2-man crew
using a hand car-mover to move a loaded boxcar

away from, and an empty boxcar to, the

elevator loadout spout

Operation element
Labor

required

Man-minutes

Productive labor:

Obtain hand ear-mover and prepare
to move loaded boxcar 1.74

Start loaded boxcar rolling, ride boxcar
250 feet, and go to empty boxcar 3.34

Prepare to move empty boxcar to

loadout spout 1.44

Start empty boxcar rolling, ride

boxcar to loadout spout, and return
to elevator office 4.76

Total productive labor 11.28

Unproductive labor:

1 man waits while one man starts

boxcars rolling with hand car-mover 2.67

1 man waits while one man rides

boxcars and returns to empty
boxcar or elevator 2.65

Total unproductive labor 5.32

Total labor 16.60

Minutes

Elapsed time 8.30

Table 11.-

—

Labor required for 1 and 2 men to

close, latch, and seal two boxcar doors when
the boxcar is under the loadout spout

Operation element
Labor required

1 man 2 men

Man-minutes

Productive labor:

Walk to boxcar 0.16 0.32

Close door .56 .86

Latch .38 .56

Seal .15 .15

Walk to door on opposite side

of boxcar .28 .56

Close door .56 .86

Latch .38 .56

Seal .15 .15

Return to elevator .34 .68

Total productive labor 2.96 4.70

Unproductive labor:

Wait while 1 man seals .30

Total labor 2.96 5.00

Minutes

Elapsed time 2.96 2.50

Table 10.

—

Labor required for 1 man to fill a boxcar

Single flexspout,

Operation element wire stretchers,

10-bushel scale

Man-minutes

Productive labor:

Set up (start loadout machinery) 1.68

Inspect grain flow -91

Move spout to opposite end of

boxcar 2.22

Fill out tickets and record seal

number

Clean up (stop grain flow)

Stamp weight ticket"

Total productive labor

Unproductive labor: Machine-regulated
wait time

Total labor

1 The elapsed time is the same as the labor required

28

with 1,900 bushels of grain, by U methods 1

Single flexspout, Twin fiexspouts, Bifurcated spout,

frame holder, rod holders, hand winch,
15-bushel scale 25-bushel scale 25-bushel scale

Man-minutes

1.68

.91

.54

Man-minutes

1.68

.91

Man-minutes

1.68

.91

1.75 1.75

.74

4.45

1.75

.74

4.45

1.75

.74

4.45

.74

4.45

11.75 10.07

29.91

9.53

20.14

9.53

42.94 20.14

54.69 39.98 29.67 29.67

2 Includes taking man lift up to scale and back.



Labor requirec per boxcar
when the boxcar is—

250 feet 1 boxcar
away length
from away from

loadout loadout
spout l spout

"

Table 12.

—

Labor required for 1 man to close,

latch, and seal two doors of a loaded boxcar
when the boxcar has been moved away from

the loadout spout

Operation element

Man-minutes

Productive labor:
Walk 250 feet to boxcar
from office 1.21

Walk 1 boxcar length to boxcar
from office 0.46

Close door .56 .56

Latch door .38 .38

Seal door .15 .15

Walk to door on opposite side
of boxcar .28 .28

Close door .56 .56

Latch door .38 .38

Seal door .15 .15

Return 250 feet to elevator
office 1.21

Return distance of 1 boxcar
length to elevator office .46

Total productive labor 4.88 3.38

Minutes

Elapsed time 4.88 3.38

' The loaded boxcar is an average of 250 feet way
from the loadout spout when a tractor or hand car-
mover is used to move cars.

" The loaded boxcar is one car length away from the
loadout spout when a car puller is used.

Equipment ownership and
operating costs

Tables 13, 14, and 15 show the annual cost

and the cost per boxcar for equipment used to

load out annual volumes of 475,000, 725,000,
and 1,125,000 bushels of grain.

The replacement cost listed is the initial cost

of the equipment at the factory plus freight to

the elevator and the installation cost. The
installation cost includes labor, wiring, and
other costs necessary to prepare the equipment
for operation. Sources of cost information were
manufacturers, elevator contractors, elevator

managers, and owners.
The expected life is based on the best infor-

mation available from cooperating elevators.

Elevators may have equipment in use that has
actually lasted longer than listed, but obsoles-

cence is considered.

Depreciation was calculated on a straight-

line basis, which permitted the management to

charge off the same decrease in value each year
during the life of the equipment.

Interest was based on a rate of 5 percent per
year. The annual interest charge was deter-

mined by applying the 5-percent rate to one-

half of the replacement cost, obtaining an
average interest charge over the life of the
equipment. The interest rate paid by the eleva-

tors during the period of the study was lower
than 5 percent. After discussions with banks,
the 5-percent interest rate seemed to be a
reasonable figure for the long-range plan.

An insurance rate of 0.1 percent of the

replacement cost is used. The insurance rate

was obtained from actual premiums paid by
elevator managers and from discussions with
insurance companies. The insurance for most
elevators is carried by a group of insurance
companies that make up a mutual insurance
company.
A tax rate of 1.3 percent of replacement cost

is used. The actual rates were obtained from
various sections of the Hard Winter Wheat
area. They were found to range from 1.75

percent of the replacement cost for elevators

within city limits to 0.82 percent of the replace-

ment cost for elevators in the country. They
were assessed 20 to 30 percent of actual value

with levy ranging from 31.68 to 76.23 mills.

Power readings for various items of grain

handling machinery were obtained at elevators

during actual operations. Elevator records of

the cost per kilowatt hour ranged from 2 cents

to 10 cents, due to the range in the demand
charges. A power cost of 5 cents per kilowatt

hour was determined from handling schedules

of elevators similar to the three basic elevators

used in this report and from schedules of four

different power companies.

Maintenance costs include routine mainte-

nance and repairs and labor and material.

An annual operating schedule was developed

for each size of elevator as a basis for estab-

lishing equipment use and equipment life, and
for prorating equipment costs among the vari-

ous operations at the elevator. For each item

of grain-handling equipment, it was assumed
that the grain was handled at a rate of 5,000

bushels per hour. Some items of grain-handling

equipment are used for other operations besides

loading out, such as receiving and turning. For
this equipment, the total annual cost was pro-

rated among operations on the basis of the
quantity of grain handled in each operation.

Costs for the man lift, intercom, lights, and
windows are distributed over the total quantity

of grain handled annually.
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